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Scaffold
By replacing manual, time-intensive development and migration processes, Scaffold delivers
industry-significant functionality and speed for LMS migration and content development.
Scaffold products are integrated with leading LMS platforms including Canvas, Blackboard,
Moodle, Brightspace, and Sakai, offering increased efficiency and reduced production time.

Scaffold Migration
Scaffold Migration is the EdTech industry's first cloud-native, fully integrated content migration
service that puts your institution back in control of your LMS. By cloud-native, we mean that it
was actually built in the cloud, with all of the advantages that leading edge cloud development
brings with it. The practice of using faculty, students and designers to migrate, adapt, re-wire
content, and QA courses at a rate of 10-15 hours per course can finally be put to rest like the
floppy disk. With Scaffold, your course content can be moved in real-time, capturing details
such as course structure, quizzes, tests, and even question pools. No other option gets you from
your old LMS to a new one more effectively, efficiently or accurately.
Seamless Integration
Scaffold Migration integrates seamlessly with your learning management systems, removing
the need for manual transfer of content.
Concurrent Course Conversion
We will simultaneously import/export of hundreds of courses, improving the speed and
accuracy of the conversion. Scaffold Migration accelerates your process exponentially,
reducing the time and cost of LMS migration.
Simplified QA
During migration, Scaffold identifies potential errors and applies fixes to further assure
structural integrity. These automated fixes occur in real time in order to reduce manual quality
review processes. Scaffold places the remaining exceptions on an easy-to-use exception log
for detailed review and resolution.
Expert Support
Migration is offered as a service. Our team of industry experts will be working closely with
you to ensure successful, timely, and accurate migration of your content.
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Scaffold Designer
Scaffold Designer is a unique course development tool that changes how you interact with your
LMS. We offer easy-to-use course development features and functionality currently unavailable
to academic leaders, instructional designers, and faculty subject matter experts.
Course Development Wizard
Scaffold Designer features pre-built course development modules that are fully configurable to
align with your institution's development methods. Imagine using a tool with different views
based on the role of the user. Faculty subject matter experts and instructional designers will
finally have a way to develop coursework within an instructionally sound framework that meets
the college's standards and guidelines. Development, authoring, collaborating, and spell
checking can now happen in one place, reducing the need for manual, resource intensive
document transfer processes.
LMS Integration
Scaffold Designer is currently integrated with Canvas and Blackboard Ultra, with D2L/
Brightspace on the roadmap for completion.
User Configuration
Colleges can configure Scaffold at the item level in order to align the look and feel with
their current development models. Through the use of dynamic forms, you will be able to add
or delete fields and make other visual layout changes quickly and easily. Finally, control of the
course development process can be back in the hands of the experts.
Content Creation
Building courses directly into the editor of your LMS can be difficult, time consuming, and error
prone. Scaffold Designer replaces manual, time-intensive course development processes and
allows users to create robust courses with advanced styling, without the need for HTML.
Multi-Media Library
Scaffold provides access to a variety of multimedia for easy integration throughout your designs,
and simple search functions that allow course builders to add media seamlessly.
Cloud-Native
We built Scaffold in the cloud, for the cloud. Many products on the market are outdated and
simply hosted on the cloud. You will experience all the benefits and power of cloud computing
when you choose to take advantage of Scaffold Designer.

